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 Naval Postgraduate School on cutting edge of technical to tactical for 21st Century
By Naval Postgraduate School Superintendent Rear Adm. Robert C. Chaplin
In a very real sense, the Naval Postgraduate School is the lead “Smart” Ship in the Navy. By honing new technologies
through proof-of-concept experiments, prototypes and testing, the School’s faculty-student teams are the “Tech Bridge” to
genuinely useful tactical advances in the future Fleet. Its research laboratories are state-of-the-art ‘test beds’ and its degree
programs continuously adapt to the changing needs of the Service and the Department of Defense. NPS officer students
arrive with direct knowledge and experience of current Fleet needs, making them the perfect vehicle to bring “Tactical to
Technical” and then take Technical back to Tactical - after graduating from a rigorous academic program that includes
solving real-time warfare problems of direct relevance to the Navy.
“This ‘crucible’ of technical-tactical interaction is an ongoing and routine part of the academic environment here at NPS,”
said Provost Dr. Richard Elster. “It takes years to build and blend academic expertise with military applications to produce
productive results.
Every year, our faculty and students provide 250 man-years of advanced research in support of Navy goals and future
warfare development. We do more applied research than any other DoD university; and no institution in the U.S. does the
long-term basic research we do on the processes of warfare as a system. In that regard, NPS is absolutely unique.”
Like a “Smart” Ship, the Naval Postgraduate School constantly re-engineers her mission-critical educational and research
activities, as well as laboratory and IT infrastructures, to be as state-of-the-art, cost-effective and manpower-efficient as
possible. And like any ship at sea, interaction between ‘crew’ member peers is an essential, and central, part of the
educational and cultural experience.
“Half or more of my NPS education came from interacting with other military members who’ve been there,” stressed Cmdr.
Jerry Becker, a graduate of the NPS National Security Affairs/Naval Intelligence curriculum. “To maintain your
professional edge these days, an officer has to be committed to doing whatever it takes to continue his education. Being
immersed in an environment like the one at NPS, where you’re constantly working with military peers, is an integral part of
that education - one which you simply can’t get anywhere else.”
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